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Haiku Rubric 
 
 

5 points 
 
 

__Fact Sheet complete with 5 or more facts gained through electronic  
    technology 
__At least 20 phrases are entered into correct syllable columns on 
    Haiku Syllable Chart 
__Haiku communicates animal characteristics using 4 facts gained from 
    electronic technology 
__Haiku has 3 lines, and is written in the 5-7-5 syllable format 

 
 

4 points 
 
 

__ Fact Sheet complete with 4 or more facts gained through electronic  
    technology 
__At least 15 phrases are entered into correct syllable columns on  
    Haiku Syllable Chart 
__ Haiku communicates animal characteristics using 3 facts gained from 
    electronic technology 
__Haiku has 3 lines, and is written in the 5-7-5 syllable format 

 
 

3 points 
 
 

__ Fact Sheet complete with 3 or more facts gained through electronic  
    technology 
__At least 12 phrases are entered into correct syllable columns on  
    Haiku Syllable Chart 
__ Haiku communicates animal characteristics using 2 facts gained from 
    electronic technology 
__Haiku has 17 syllables, but is not in the 5-7-5 syllable format 

 
 

2 points 
 
 

__ Fact Sheet complete with 2 or more facts gained through electronic  
    technology 
__At least 9 phrases are entered into correct syllable columns on  
    Haiku Syllable Chart 
__ Haiku communicates animal characteristics using 1 fact gained from 
    electronic technology 
__Haiku does not have 17 syllables, and is not in the 5-7-5 syllable  
    format 

 
 

1 point 
 
 

__Fact Sheet is incomplete 
__Less than 9 phrases are entered into correct syllable columns on  
    Haiku Syllable Chart 
__ Haiku does not communicate animal characteristics using any facts 
     gained from electronic technology 
__Haiku does not have 17 syllables, and is not in the 5-7-5 syllable  
    format 

Directions:  Beginning with the top box of the rubric, check each statement that applies 
to   
                    your Haiku.  Stop after the first box that has all five checks. The score to the  
                    left is your Haiku grade.  You are expected to revise your haiku until you  
                     receive a minimum grade of C. 


